The effect of hyperpolarized tracer concentration on myocardial uptake and metabolism.
Hyperpolarized (13)C-labeled substrates directly provide a source of magnetic resonance (MR) signal to observe the substrates' real-time uptake and enzymatic conversion. The aim of this study was to optimize the concentration of hyperpolarized [1-(13)C]pyruvate infused as a metabolic tracer, by observing the mitochondrial conversion of pyruvate to H(13)CO(3)(-) in heart tissue. Hyperpolarized pyruvate was infused into rats at concentrations between 20 mM and 80 mM and the relationships between [1-(13)C]lactate, [1-(13)C]alanine, and H(13)CO(3)(-) production and the infused pyruvate concentration were investigated. H(13)CO(3)(-) production reached saturation above 40 mM infused pyruvate concentration, indicating that hyperpolarized MR experiments performed at this concentration maximize the H(13)CO(3)(-) signal with minimal alterations to in vivo substrate composition. Additionally, the linear dependence of alanine production on pyruvate concentration confirmed that hyperpolarized MR methods in the heart reveal enzyme activity, rather than cellular uptake. H(13)CO(3)(-) production demonstrated evidence of sigmoidal enzyme kinetics, a reflection of the allosteric nature of the pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) enzyme complex. This protocol could be useful to optimize the infused concentration of other hyperpolarized metabolites in different organs, to ensure adequate MR signal with minimum metabolic perturbation.